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ABSTRACT 
THE EFFECTS OF CARBON FIBER MISALIGNMENT ON COMPOSITE 
MATERIAL STRENGTH 
LUKE STANGLER 
2016 
Nondestructive Evaluation (NDE) is an effective way for determining material 
properties. More specifically, ultrasonic waves along with visual measurements from a 
microscope can be used to systematically determine the elastic modulus of single ply 
composites that are subject to an altered manufacturing process. In this approach, the 
magnitude of specific ultrasonic wave velocities is applied through Chirstoffel's 
equations to determine the necessary five elastic constants that describe the elastic 
modulus of transversely isotropic composites. On the other hand, fiber misalignment 
measurements are taken through via digital microscopy to satisfy a statistical approach 
for the determination of the same elastic modulus. The Paper Physics Approach (PPA) 
and Laminate Analogy Approach (LAA) are utilized to predict the elastic modulus of 
unidirectional carbon fiber samples. A two parameter Weibull distribution is expected to 
satisfy the probability density of the fiber length and fiber orientation variation which 
will then be implemented into the Halpin-Tsai equations that will determine the elastic 
modulus. In terms of results, the mean fiber length from the visual approach is 
approximately 250 μm and the mean fiber misalignment is just over 3°. The elastic 
constants range from 7 GPa to 9 GPa depending on the approach. Destructive mechanical 
testing led to an average elastic modulus value of 8.49 GPa. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Common Nondestructive Testing Methods 
Nondestructive (NDT) testing is a continuously developing field of mechanical 
engineering that provides unique mechanical analysis without compromising the 
structural integrity of any particular sample, hence nondestructive. While nondestructive 
testing is a subset of mechanical engineering, it has numerous subsets within itself such 
as ultrasonic testing, radiography, liquid penetrant, electron microscopy, metallography 
and a handful of others, all of which are characterized by complex theories and 
mathematical axioms. The scope of this nondestructive study is bounded by radiography, 
ultrasonic testing, and laser microscopy for the characterization of the sample strength 
due to the availability of equipment. A general overview of each testing method will be 
covered in order of increasing applicability. 
Radiography equipment is available for testing analysis, however is not a high 
priority for the study due to the resolution which is about 60μm. Finer resolution is 
required for the most valuable measurements in this study. Available radiography 
methods include, but are not limited to, computed axial tomography and X-Ray analysis. 
The second method of nondestructive testing present in this study is ultrasonic 
evaluation. Ultrasounds are high frequency sound waves used to determine material 
properties and spotlight material defects in the realm of nondestructive testing. 
Ultrasounds are created by the electric stimulation of piezoelectric materials located in 
the ultrasound transducer, the device applied to the sample to transmit the wave. As 
ultrasonic testing is a subset of NDT, several types of ultrasound waves exist including 
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longitudinal, quasi-longitudinal, transverse (called shear), quasi-shear waves, and 
Rayleigh waves (surface waves) in which the speed of the wave is independent of the 
wave frequency. Conversely, ultrasound waves such as plate waves exhibit speeds that 
are dependent on the wave’s frequency. A combination of the mentioned types will 
utilized as deemed necessary throughout the experimental procedure. 
Laser microscopy is the application of a creating images at various depths of a 
sample through the use of lasers. This approach is especially helpful in mapping 
topologically complex material surfaces to obtain three dimensional depictions. Precision 
down to several nanometers is available with laser microscopy. 
Also incorporated in the procedure is digital microscopy which uses a camera to 
obtain two dimensional pictures instead of the more complex depictions stated above. 
Digital microscopy, with the help of the incorporated software allows for one and two 
dimensional measurements that are independent of the magnification. Both are incredibly 
valuable tools for “seeing” microscopic characteristics of all different types of samples. 
1.2  Statement of the Problem 
Several challenges exist regarding further industrial implementation of this carbon 
fiber composite which are to be discussed here. While these challenges ranges from the 
macroscopic production of the material to the microscopic fiber alignment within the 
material, not all are to be studied. Furthermore, these challenges are the essence of the 
study and provide depth of exploration making this investigation possible. The entirety of 
these challenges are finite issues that characterize a broad question. Does the carbon fiber 
3 
composite retain it structural integrity while undergoing a new form of industrial 
manufacturing? 
First, the innovative manufacturing process responsible for the samples under 
study is a key approach in an effort to decrease the cost of the material, therefore 
unlocking the application of such a high strength, low weight material to industries that 
currently lack that financial support. The confidentiality of that process due to patent 
concerns hinders potentially-helpful information for characterizing the material’s 
strength, thereby constraining this study. The primary concern of this constraint is the 
relationship between the production process and the material specifications. It is 
understood that the process incorporating all of the present samples was not significantly 
altered between samples. Lastly, general carbon fiber production methods will be 
referenced for basic production guidelines. Even though the method is being altered, 
fundamental concepts behind the new process will remain the same and will be 
investigated throughout the literature review as deemed necessary. 
Another challenge in this study is illustrated by the lack of understanding of the 
behavior of the fiber alignment within the samples. While it is assumed that all of the 
existing samples have similar fiber alignment properties, the degree of that alignment is 
unknown. More specifically, do the lengths of the fibers, l, and the variation in the angles 
of the fibers, θ, from their respective alignment exhibit a small window or chaotic 
behavior that may limit the strength of the material? Although, samples are labeled as 
having consistent fiber alignment, what percentage of those fibers comply? A statistical 
approach is presumed to assist in the quantitative assessment of these parameters in order 
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to characterize the mechanical properties of the sample including elastic modulus, 
Poisson’s ratio, modulus of rigidity and ultimate strength. 
Considering the unknown fiber length and orientation characteristics of the 
sample, a derivative concept is brought forth. How does the variation in fiber length 
effect the mechanical properties of the sample? How does the variation in the fiber 
orientation with respect to perfect alignment limit or enhance the sample? It is absolutely 
possible that a portion of the mechanical properties are effected one way while the 
converse is true for others. It is suspected that a tradeoff will take place involving several 
of the attributes of the sample therefore presenting an optimization problem. Also, while 
multiple plies, or layers, exist for strength benefits in thick carbon fiber plates, single ply 
laminates will configure the largest portion of all potential samples under analysis. 
The last category of uncertainty covers the interaction between ultrasonic 
behavior and again, the fiber length and fiber orientation variation. There are existing 
derivations and theories describing relationships relevant to this interaction, but the 
intelligence is ambiguous and the data lacking. One of the core concepts to be 
investigated regarding this idea is Christoffel’s equations. Theory is present in the 
literature review. The relationship between the speed of various ultrasound waves in 
multiple techniques and the fiber behavior is unclear, on a smaller scale. Specific 
quantitative information is difficult to cultivate, thereby creating a need to develop data 
for understanding of this relationship. Note that several ultrasound forms exist and each 
approach may be subject to the fiber behavior or entirely independent depending on the 
physics governing the method. 
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1.3  Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to develop a better understanding of whether or not the 
available samples are retaining structural integrity while being subject to an altered 
manufacturing process. As part of a project sponsored by the South Dakota State 
Government, sufficient data and theoretical support are required to provide a sound 
answer through the sole method of nondestructive testing. While the samples will be 
subject to destructive testing, it is for the purpose of verifying the nondestructive 
principles that will thus forth provide sound answers. In essence, to move forward with 
nondestructive methods, a metacognitive mindset must be employed to ensure a 
successful methodology. 
Another purpose compelling this study is to provide answers to all of the questions 
brought forth in the previous section. Several specific relationships need to be 
individually developed prior to collaboration that will address the main objective as listed 
above. However, the individual solutions can also be used in other field of study or 
projects that require in-depth analysis on any of the above topics. A clear, concise 
presentation of information is sought after to eliminate ambiguity, providing deliberate 
insight to all of the above uncertainties. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
The review of existing literature relevant to this examination is partitioned into 
several sections beginning with existing carbon fiber fabrication parameters. Following 
the approach to manufacturing are general carbon fiber properties, other relevant material 
properties such as steel and aluminum, ultrasonic and fiber relationship theories, fiber 
behavior and composite strength relationship theories, and statistical density models for 
modeling fiber behavior. The extracted information is used to aid in the evaluation of the 
carbon fiber composite strength through nondestructive testing. 
2.2 Carbon Fiber Manufacturing 
Although out of the scope of this experiment, continuous fiber composites are 
more industrially popular and are seen most commonly in aerospace application. Popular 
fiber volume fractions are in the vicinity of 65%. 
The other realm of carbon fibers is short fiber reinforced polymers. Instead of 
having long continuous fibers that make up a chord, the fibers are broken down into 
microscopic lengths. Typical fiber volume fractions range from 35% to 70% for optimal 
strength and compatibility according to Pan [1]. 
Fu and Lauke [2] suggest that shear stress exerted by the cutting mechanism 
(usually called a screw or ram) break the fibers and create an asymmetric fiber length 
distribution. Also, the fibers on the upper end of the distribution have tails. 
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Again proposed by Fu and Lauke in a separate study is the concept of continuous 
changes in fiber orientation throughout the molded components. The changes in 
orientation are related to the length and concentration of fibers in a complex manner. 
2.3 Ultrasound and Composite Strength Relationship 
Ultrasounds are an elaborate form of NDT that provide significant information 
such as material defects, density relationships and elastic modulus predictions based on 
mechanics derivations. For the most part, any physical discontinuity present in a 
specimen, whether visible or imbedded, can be detected through some form of ultrasonic 
analysis. The scope of this review excludes ultrasound transmission theory and wave 
particle displacement and includes the theory and derivation results respective to 
ultrasounds and composite strength interaction. 
Jacobs [3] presents the results of the Christoffel derivation that relates the elastic 
moduli constants to the velocity of particular ultrasound forms as, 
 − 	
 = 0 Eqn. 1 
where V is the ultrasound velocity, Cijkl is the complete 9x9 stiffness matrix, ρ is the 
material density, l is the propagation direction, αk is the polarization direction, and δik is 
the Kronecker delta. The values of i, j, k, and l vary from one to three and together 
compose the full stiffness matrix. In such a case as this, where the material is assumed to 
be transversely isotropic, symmetry relationships allow for the reduction to a 6x6 matrix. 
A three dimensional coordinate system is necessary (x1, x2, x3) and is illustrated in Figure 
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1, below.
Figure 1. Specimen Coordinate System in Three Dimensions. 
With the coordinate system in place and the x3 axis as the axis of symmetry, the 
matrix simplifies to, 
 =


     0    0    0      0    0    0000
  000
000
  000
   0   0 0
   0   0   0


Eqn. 2 
where,  =  − 2. Eqn. 3 
Therefore, five elastic constants or moduli fully characterize the elastic modulus 
of the composite. In terms of longitudinal waves propagating in the x1 and x3 directions, 
 = 	
 Eqn. 4 
and, 
 =  	
 . Eqn. 5 
x1 
x3 
x2 
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Furthermore, a shear wave propagating in the plane of isotropy (x1, x2) yields an equation 
for C66 as, 
 =  	
( ) Eqn. 6 
where V(θ) is independent of direction due to the plane of isotropy. Littles [4] states for a 
quasi-shear wave propagating in the (x1, x2) and also polarized in the same plane, 

( ) = "#$%($&%')( Eqn. 7 
where, 
) = (sin  ) + (./0 ) +  Eqn. 8 
and, 
. =  (012 ) + ( +  − ( + ))(012 )(./0 ) + (./0 )
Eqn. 9 
Resorting now to a surface wave traveling in the x3 direction on a free surface the phase 
velocity is related to the elastic constants by, 
3( − 3) = ( − 3)(( − 3) −  ) Eqn. 10 
where 3 = 	
4  and VR3 is the velocity of a Rayleigh wave propagating in the x3
direction. Similarly, in the x1 direction, 
3( − 3) = ( − 3)(( − 3) −  ) Eqn. 11 
where 3 = 	
4   and  3 = 	
4  for a surface wave traveling in the x1 direction in the x3
plane, 
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3( − 3) = ( − 3)(( − 3) −  ). Eqn. 12 
Note that Eqns. 10-12 are restricted to surface waves in principal directions on free 
surfaces. 
2.4 Fiber Behavior and Composite Strength Relationship 
The ultimate strength of a material refers to the engineering stress experienced by 
a sample at the point of fracture. This point is the apex of a stress-strain curve, Figure 2, 
and occurs in the plastic deformation domain of the material [4]. The yield strength 
bridges the gap between elastic deformation and plastic deformation and is noted as the 
point where plastic deformation occurs 
Figure 5. Stress-Strain Curve of Generic Ductile Material. 
In terms of previous research completed on the effect of fiber length and 
orientation on tensile strength, Fu and Lauke made significant progress in 1996 [2]. An 
analytical method considering the effects of fiber length and fiber orientation on the 
σu 
ϵ (mm/mm) 
σ 
(MPa) 
E 
σy 
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tensile strength was carried out. The fiber length and orientation are dependent on a 
variety of factors including the original length of the fibers, the concentration of fibers, 
the injection gate design and the process conditions. With these dependencies being 
difficult to measure for the prediction of composite strength, the fiber length distribution 
(FLD) and fiber orientation distribution (FOD) were studied for a statistical approach. 
Referring to the rule of mixtures (ROM), the following equation reveals the relationship 
between ultimate composite strength and the respective volume fractions of fiber and 
resin matrix, 
6'7 =  
8687 + 
67 Eqn. 13 
where Vf and Vm are the fiber and matrix volume fractions, and σf and σcu are the ultimate 
strengths of the fiber and matrix, respectively. 
If the assumption that a perfect interfacial bond exists between the matrix and the 
fiber, a modified rule of mixtures (MROM) can be used to predict the ultimate strength of 
the composite by incorporating fiber orientation and length into Eqn. 13. Eqn. 14, below, 
highlights this relationship, 
6'7 =  99
8687 + 
67 Eqn. 14 
where χ1 and χ2 are the fiber orientation and fiber length factors. Their product can then 
be defined as the fiber efficiency factor due to their relationship with the ultimate strength 
of the fiber. In the simplest case, the fiber length L is assumed to be uniform. Then χ1 and 
χ2 can be expressed as, 
9 = ::;  </= > < >' Eqn. 15 
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9 = 1 − :;:  </= > ≥ >' Eqn. 16 
where the critical fiber length, Lc is given by, 
>' = BCD;EFG  . Eqn. 17 
From Eqn. 17, rf is the fiber radius and τi is the interfacial stress between the 
fibers and matrix. However, Eqns. 15 and 16 must be modified because the length of the 
fibers is not uniform. Referring to other researchers, Kelly and Tyson [6] developed a 
model that took into consideration the fibers that were greater and less than the critical 
fiber length but neglected the fiber orientation distribution which has considerable effect 
on the ultimate strength and elastic modulus in the same manner. Empirical results only 
were fitted to the model to compensate this absence. 
Furthermore, Fukuda and Chou [7] also used the critical damage zone for 
prediction of the tensile strength of fiber reinforced polymers. While the results were 
based on both the fiber length distribution (FLD) and fiber orientation distribution 
(FOD), the formulas needed to verify the model were not given. The ambiguity of the 
analysis hinders the applicability of the revelation of the results. 
Returning to the development brought forth by Fu and Lauke, the incorporation of 
both the FLD and FOD were used to determine parameters necessary for a desired 
ultimate strength. In essence, a design model was created to set criteria needed to obtain a 
specific result. Parameters studied include mean fiber length, modal fiber length, mean 
orientation, most probable fiber inclination angle, and interfacial adhesion. A statistical 
approach is employed. 
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The length probability density function f(L) was defined so that the probability of 
a fiber length existing as less than or equal to L can be represented as, 
H(>) = I <(J)KJ:L Eqn. 18 
where the above integral evaluated from zero to infinity encompasses all of the 
probability density and is therefore equal to one, 
I <(J)KJ = 1ML . Eqn. 19 
The authors proposed a two-parameter Weibull function to model the length probability 
density function (PDF), 
<(>) = N O N:O% exp S− N:OT  </= > > 0 Eqn. 20 
where m and n are shape parameters that fit the distribution to the data. However, note 
that the PDF is subject to the data, not the data subject to the PDF. Further review on 
statistical labels for density functions will take place in the following section. Combining 
Eqns. 19 and 20 yields the cumulative distribution function, 
H(>) = 1 − exp(−V>$)  </= > > 0 Eqn. 21 
where a and b  are scale and shape parameters such that ) = W and V = 2%. Also, the
percentage α that have fibers shorter than the critical length Lc is, 
 = 1 − exp (−V>'$) . Eqn. 22 
Lastly, the mean fiber length is described below by equation 8, 
XY =  I >f(>)K> = V%[\ Г($ML + 1) Eqn. 23 
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where Г(x) represents the gamma function. The most probable fiber length, or the mode 
length can be found by differentiating the PDF and setting the resultant equal to zero. 
In a similar manner, a two parameter exponential function is used to describe the 
probability density for the fiber orientation2, 
^( ) = _`a (b)&cd[ef_ (b)&gd[I hb&cd['ihb&gd[jklmjkGn ob Eqn. 24 
and the cumulative distribution can be shown as, 
p( ) = I hb&cd['ihb&gd[jjkGn obI hb&cd['ihb&gd[jklmjkGn ob . Eqn. 25 
With the cumulative length and orientation distributions revealed above, the 
analysis for relating the ultimate strength of the composite occurs under the assumption 
that the fibers distribute uniformly across the composite sample. Secondly, when the 
length of the shorter portion of the fiber across the crack plane is less than half of the 
critical length Lc, the fibers will de-bond and pull out2. Otherwise, the fibers will break. 
In order to predict the ultimate strength of a composite under a tensile load, a 
single bridging fiber scenario in which the fiber is parallel to the normal of the crack 
plane is analyzed. Refer to Figure 3, below, for bridging analogy. In this case, the fiber 
bridging stress, σbf, is given as, 
6$8 =  2>h FGBC  </= >h < :; Eqn. 26 
6$8 =  687 </= >h ≥ :; Eqn. 27 
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where Ls is the length of the short portion of the fiber on either side of the bridge, and τi 
is the assumed to be constant interfacial shear stress. 
Figure 6. Bridging Analogy Depiction Based on LAA. 
Moving to a more probabilistic scenario, the majority of fibers overlay the bridge 
at some oblique angle θ which is measured from the normal of the cracking plane. Refer 
to Figure 3, again. Similar derivations for the fiber bridging stress at θ are expressed as, 
6$8b =  2>h FGBC exp [r ] </= >h < :;j Eqn. 28 
6$8b =  687b </= >h ≥ :;j Eqn. 29 
where σbfθ indicates the fracture stress of a fiber that crosses the cracking plane at some 
oblique angle. It was concluded that the tensile strength fibers was significantly 
decreased and continues to decrease with the increase of the inclination angle. This 
Fiber 
Matrix 
Fiber 
Force 
Force 
Matrix 
θ 
Cracking Plane 
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conclusion coincides with the hypothesis based on a generic plane stress transformation 
problem. 
Two methods for defining the ultimate strength of the composite are proposed by 
Fu and Lauke that yield the same analytical results [2]. The first method, encompasses an 
elaborate derivation in which the fibers are assumed to distribute uniformly in the 
composite, and the failure at any arbitrary plane represents the strength of the composite. 
Method two recognizes the sample as a rectangular prism so that three perpendicular axes 
are parallel to the specimen’s edges. The second method proceeds to use the FLD and 
FOD and volume fractions to arrive at the same solution as the first method. Therefore 
the simplified relationship is again, 
6'7 =  99
8687 + 
6 Eqn. 30 
and, 
99 =  I I 8(:)t(b)::kuln N ::;O exp(r ) K>K + I I 8(:)t(b)::kuln 1 −:klm:vwbklmbkGn:vw:bklmbkGn
xyV2( ) %:;%z{Y(b): |}~(b) K>K  Eqn. 31 
Note that the ultimate strength in Eqn 30 can be replaced with Young’s modulus. 
It is obvious that as the stress efficiency factor χ1 χ2 increases, the ultimate strength of the 
composite increases. Also, note that if the angle of inclination is zero, as in the case of 
perfectly aligned unidirectional composites, χ1 is equal to one. This scenario represents 
the highest possible strength in terms of orientation, and concludes the analysis of FLD 
and FOD on the composite ultimate strength. The next portion of the literature review 
addresses the effect of FLD and FOD on the elastic modulus of the composite. 
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The elastic modulus, E, is significant in this study due to its relationship with 
engineering stress and engineering strain. Hooke’s Law defines the relationship as in 
following linear product, 
6 =  Eqn. 32 
where, σ is stress, and ε is stress. 
The elastic modulus is material dependent and bridges the gap between the 
undergone stress of a material and the relative strain due to that stress. Due to the nature 
of Eqn. 32, the elastic modulus is depicted as the slope in the elastic domain of the stress-
strain curve present in Figure 2. Furthermore, engineering stress and strain are revealed in 
Eqn. 33 and 34, respectively, 
6 = lim∆→L ∆m∆ Eqn. 33 
and, 
 = :G%:w:w . Eqn. 34 
Three prevalent models have been researched and provide unique analysis for the 
elastic modulus of short fiber reinforced polymers. In order of increasing applicability 
and logos are the aggregate model, Paper Physics Approach and the Laminate Analogy 
Approach. 
The aggregate model proposed by Ward [8] outputs a set of bounds that predict a 
range in which the elastic modulus of the composite will fall. The review of the aggregate 
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model will be neglected because it is not used in this experimental approach. It is 
important to note the existence of a third approach for future work, however. 
The Paper Physics Approach employs a methodology similar to method one and 
two present in the ultimate strength review in section 2.5.1. Jayaraman and Kortschot [9] 
proposed corrections to Fukuda and Chou’s strength theory. Here again composite 
efficiency factors χ1 and χ2 are FLD and FOD compensation efficiencies that predict the 
elastic modulus based on the respective distributions. The PPA expresses the elastic 
modulus as, 
, = 998
8 + (1 − 
8) Eqn. 35 
where, 
9 = kuln I [1 − aN& O&klkGn ]<()K Eqn. 36 
and, 
9 = I [(./0 ) − (012 )](./0 )bklmbkGn ^( )K Eqn. 37 
where l is between the minimum and maximum fiber length and the same with respect to 
θ. This theory was not experimentally verified by the original authors. Fu and Lauke 
applied PPA to glass fiber composites when the next approach was experimentally 
verified. 
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The last approach to modeling the elastic modulus of SFRP’s in this review is the 
Laminate Analogy Approach (LAA). The basic statistic principles reviewed in section 
2.5.1 apply to LAA as well without loss of generality. The probability density functions 
proposed by Fu and Lauke are exponential and Weibull functions for the length and 
orientation, respectively. Again, these mathematical functions are data dependent. 
While the statistical method remains the same the angle of inclination is measured 
in different manner to approximate Young’s modulus than in previous methods. This 
change was to account for a three dimensional spatial orientation of the fibers by 
measuring one angle. Refer to Figure 4, for an illustration depicting the measured angle, 
φ. 
Figure 7. Three Dimensional Inclination Angle Visualization. 
The LAA was originally intended for planar fiber distributions. However, if the 
angle of inclination, φ, is measured from the axes parallel to the unidirectional fiber 
direction as in the y-axis above, then a spatial fiber distribution is accounted for through 
the characterization of one variable. This is especially important because the PPA 
revealed that the elastic modulus is only dependent on the fiber misalignment relative to 
φ 
y 
z
]
x 
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the direction in which the modulus is evaluated. This concept of using one measurement 
angle instead of two allows for the analogy to take place such that the elastic modulus is 
analytically determined for a supposed composite. Then, the modulus of the real SFRP 
can be determined. Note that if φ were to exceed 90º, the opposite end of the fiber would 
then make an angle less than 90º with the y-axis again, creating an upper limit of 90º no 
matter the orientation. 
The essence of the laminate analogy approach is partitioning of the composite 
under analysis into several laminates where each laminate contains only fibers of one 
uniform fiber length. Therefore, for as many fiber lengths present within the data, there 
exists a specific laminate into which that fiber belongs. Furthermore, each laminate of 
uniform length is partitioned into multiple laminae where each laminae contains fibers of 
one specific inclination angle. Again, for each measured fiber inclination angle, there 
exists a specific laminae that contains only fibers of that length and inclination angle. 
Ciccu and Feraboli [10] further explain the incorporation of the partitioning of the 
composite into virtual laminae: 
“It should be noted that they do not represent a physical ply thickness. They are 
virtual thickness of an equivalent tape laminate that has the same fraction of fibers 
aligned along a certain orientation.” 
Cox’s shear-lag model provides an equation for the elastic modulus of the 
analogized composite as [11], 
,ioX = 8 1 − aN& O&  
8 + 1 − 
8 Eqn.38 
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where, Ef is the elastic modulus of the fiber, Em is the elastic modulus of the matrix, Vf is 
the volume fraction of the fiber, and B is defined as, 
 =  kCNBC&O a C
[&
Eqn. 39 
where Gm is the shear modulus of the matrix, R is the mean separation of the fibers in the 
direction normal to their lengths, and rf is the radius of the fibers. Eqns. 14 and 15 relate 
R to hexagonal and square packing arrangements, respectively, as, 
ln  4BC = 0.5ln ( √¡C) Eqn. 40 
ln  4BC = 0.5 ln  ¡C  . Eqn. 41 
In this approach, the authors refer to the Halpin-Tsai equations [12] that describe 
the transverse elastic modulus E22 and in-plane shear modulus G12 which are nearly 
independent of aspect ratio as, 
 = k¢£[¡C%£[¡C Eqn. 42 
p = k¢£&¡C%£&¡C Eqn. 43 
where, 
¤ =  ¥C¥k% ¥C¥k¢ Eqn.44 
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and, 
¤ =  ¦C¦k% ¥C¥k¢ Eqn. 45 
Moving on to the Poisson’s ratio, the longitudinal form which is not sensitive to 
fiber length is shown as, 
 = 8
8 + 1 − 
8 Eqn. 46 
where νf and νm are the Poisson’s ratios of the fiber and matrix, respectively. The 
transverse form can be expressed as, 
 =  &&[[. Eqn. 47 
The components of the stiffness matrix, Qij, which relate the stress and strain of the 
uniaxial ply such that the principle stresses are aligned with the principal fiber directions 
can be calculated in the following manner, 
§ = [[(%¨[&¨&[) Eqn. 48 
§ = § Eqn. 49 
§ = 0 Eqn. 50 
§ = &&(%¨[&¨&[) Eqn. 51 
§ = 0 Eqn. 52 
§ = p. Eqn. 53 
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The stress-strain matrix off-axis can be expressed as, 
 6©6©ª©  = 
§© §© §©§© §© §©§© §© §©  
©©«©  Eqn.54 
and the transformation between the off-axis and on-axis stiffness matrices is given by, 


§©§©§©§©§©§© 

 =


 W 2 2W2          4W22 W 2W2         4W2W2W2W2W2
W2W2−W2−W2
W + 2      −4W2−2W2        (W − 2)W2 − W2 2(W2 − W2)W2 − W2 2(W2 − W2)


­§§§§®  Eqn. 55
where m=cos(θ) and n=sin(θ). 
With the above matrix established, the off axis stiffness constants are summed 
through the thickness of the laminate to obtain the overall stiffness matrix, 
x = ∑ §© ℎ±² Eqn. 56 
where k is the serial index of the individual ply, M is the total number of plies and h is 
the thickness fraction of each individual ply. Essentially, Eqn. 56 describes the discrete 
solution for the elastic modulus of the composite without taking into consideration a 
continuous approach. 
Following the derivation, Eqn. 57relates the elastic modulus E11 in the fiber 
direction to three variables in the laminate stiffness matrix (A11, A12, and A22) that 
represent the integrals of the stiffness constants through the thickness of the laminate, 
 = z[[z&&%z[&z[[ Eqn. 57 
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where the stiffness constants are functions of cumulative length and orientation 
distributions. The idea is presented that the elastic modulus (fiber direction) in equation 
19 not only accounts for the planar orientation distribution but also a special orientation 
distribution g(φ). 
 2.5 Statistical Analysis for Distribution Determination 
Several prevalent distributions, both discrete and continuous, exist for fitting data 
to a function. However, not all data sets fit predetermined distributions due to limited 
existing functions and increasingly abundant populations from various statistical studies. 
This investigation will encompass mixture modeling estimation for assigning a mixture 
of distributions to a given data set. Note that the scope of this review encompasses 
bivariate data due to the nature of the experiment itself. 
The science of mixture modeling has been continuously developing over the past 
several decades. The first major analysis was conducted by Karl Pearson over 100 years 
ago [13]. Pearson fitted two normal PDF’s to a data set with separate means and variances to 
better analyze that particular data set.  
Mengersen et al. [14] cover the basis of the expectation-maximization algorithm 
(EM) in great detail. Essentially, estimating distribution parameters goes hand in hand 
with the discussion of the EM algorithm. The expectation step (E-step) and maximization 
step (M-step) cooperatively form the algorithm which provides a computational approach 
in probability density assignment. Existing modeling functions exist in R, and they 
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include mclust, mixtools, and flexmix. Further discussion of the EM algorithm exceeds 
the scope of this literature review. 
Continuing on to mixture modeling applications, suppose a data set is too 
complex for one parametric probability density function. Let y1, y2, . . .yn be an 
independent and identically distributed sample of outcomes from a population with a 
particular PDF, p( ). The model of mixtures assumes that the population is made of two 
or more, G, subpopulations. The complete model for a population member can be shown 
as, 
³(´) =  ∑ ªtt² ³´µ t Eqn. 58 
where, the probability of component g occurring is τg. Each component is modeled by a 
probability density py`µθ¸ for g = 1, 2, . . . , G.
In the case of clustering observations to obtain a better sense of the data behavior, 
which may be very relevant for the proposed hypothesis, 
¹t = 1µ´ =  Fº»N´¼ tO∑ Fº½¦º½¾[ »N´¼ tO Eqn. 59 
such that the maximum a posteriori estimate of the cluster membership puts each 
individual observation in its most probable group, therefore achieving a clustering system 
of observations. The outcome variable distribution in a mixture model depends on the 
cluster membership li and the model is also independent of the covariates. 
On further review of mixture modeling, McLachlan and Peel [14] provide a less 
sophisticated, user-friendly approach with explanation and examples supporting mixture 
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models. Although continuous distributions can be approximated well though normal 
densities of common variance, mixture models offer framework for modeling unknown 
densities and providing PDF estimates. 
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Chapter 3 Methods 
3.1 Introduction 
This section dives into the very specifics involving the collection of experimental 
data and the approach to doing so. While gross measurement data may be displayed here 
in order to avoid the hassle of flipping pages to an index, the graphical display and 
mathematical manipulation of the data is in the following section. Furthermore the 
methods are divided into sections including specimen geometry measurements, ultrasonic 
velocity measurements, digital microscopy measurements and destructive verification 
methods. 
3.2 Carbon Fiber Composite Geometry Measurements 
The first step in the approach method was the geometrical measurements of each 
sample. The geometric analysis will be used primarily for the visual approach but also 
somewhat for the ultrasonic approach. Several pictures were taken of each sample. The 
following figures show basic features of the samples including the fiber loading and 
suspected orientation direction. 
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Figure 8. Sample 1 Carbon Fiber Composite. 
Figure 6. Sample 2 Carbon Fiber Composite. 
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In addition to pictures, measurements for both samples were taken in all three 
dimensions. The following table displays the dimensions in each dimension in English 
units and SI units. 
Table 1. Sample Carbon Fiber Composite Dimensions. 
Sample x y z 
1 (in) 5.25 4.06 0.128 
2 (in) 12.00 8.06 0.025 
1 (m) 0.13 0.10 0.0033 
2 (m) 0.30 0.20 0.0006 
Following the dimension procurement is the density calculation. The mass of the 
sample is measured on a lab scale and the calculation is present in the results. 
3.3 Ultrasonic Approach 
The determination of the elastic modulus (Young’s modulus) of the carbon fiber 
specimen through ultrasounds requires five independent measurements in order to 
determine the six necessary elastic moduli for full modulus definition. However, not all 
measurements are necessary to define the modulus in certain directions. The elastic 
moduli collaboratively define the specimen’s elastic modulus in the fiber direction and 
normal to the fiber direction as, 
 = (¿ÀÀ%¿[À& ) (¿[[¢¿[&) Eqn. 60 
Á = (¿[[%¿[&)(¿[[¿ÀÀ¢¿[&¿[À%¿[À&¿[[¿ÀÀ%¿[À& . Eqn. 61 
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Also, one symmetry relationship allows for the calculation of the sixth constant 
defined as, 
 = ¿[[%¿[& Eqn. 62 
where each constant is a component of the elastic modulus matrix for transversely 
isotropic materials explained in the literature review. All velocities will be defined before 
the elastic constants are introduced. Also, longitudinal waves will have 3.5 MHz 
frequencies and transverse waves will have 5 MHz frequencies due to the available 
transducers. 
The first measurement is the velocity of a longitudinal wave in the thickness 
direction of the second carbon fiber sample. Note that the orientation of the transducer is 
irrelevant due to the wave type with respect to the fiber direction. Three measurements 
were taken in order to develop an average of velocities. Furthermore, the longitudinal 
transducer was placed on top of the specimen and the time of flight was measured using 
UTTwin software. Twice the distance of the thickness was divided by the time of flight in 
order to calculate the velocity Â such as,
Â = o{  Eqn. 63 
where d is the thickness of the specimen and t represents the time of flight measured y the 
software. For convenience, all velocities will be measured in meters per second (m/s) and 
all stresses will be expressed in megapascals (MPa). 
The second velocity measurement is characterized by a shear (transverse) wave 
propagating in the thickness direction of the specimen and polarized in the fiber direction. 
Again, Eqn. 63 applies for a similar velocity calculation for Â. The only difference
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between the above velocities is the wave type, and a comparison of the two 
measurements indicates the degree of fiber effect on the shear wave velocity. In a steel 
(isotropic) specimen, the relationship of shear velocity to normal velocity was calculated 
as 53.8%. This scenario indicates a fiber-absent velocity proportion that may be 
potentially used to infer upon the effects of fiber on either velocity. 
In an investigation to better understand the polarization of the shear wave with 
respect to the fiber direction, the shear wave transducer was rotated from parallel to the 
fiber direction to normal to the fiber direction. Almost identical velocity calculations 
were recorded meaning the polarization of a shear wave in the thickness direction of a 
transversely isotropic specimen has no effect on the magnitude of the velocity. 
The third and fourth velocity measurements are determined through plate waves 
with frequencies of 1 MHz. More specifically, parallel to the fiber direction and 
perpendicular to the fiber direction approaches are used, respectively. Contrary to the first 
two measurement approaches, the time of flight is measured at a known distance d1 and a 
second known distance d2. Therefore the separation between d1 and d2 represents a 
distance d, and the difference between times of flight t1 and t2 represents time t. Under 
those definitions each plate wave velocity (Â and Â) is calculated as,
Â , Â = o{  . Eqn. 64 
The fifth velocity measurement to determine the last unknown elastic moduli and 
fully define the specimen’s elastic modulus is difficult to determine due to the 
dimensions of the available specimen and the nature of transversely isotropic materials. A 
wave must be propagated in the intermediate fiber direction to obtain the last constant. 
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Subsurface longitudinal waves (SSL) are propagated by emitting longitudinal wave at the 
first critical angle. Pilarski and Rose [15] suggest the measured velocity must occur in the 
phase direction such that the wave packet remains constant at both positions of the 
receiving transducer. This assumes the approach used in the acquisition of Â and Â,
and concludes the ultrasonic approach. 
3.4 Visual Approach 
The visual approach to predict the elastic modulus and ultimate strength of the 
available carbon fiber composites complements the ultrasonic approach. To begin the 
visual approach, digital microscopy is utilized in the x-y plane. Essentially specific 
regions of the top surface of the second specimen are partitioned for fiber length and 
orientation measurements. In order to develop a length and orientation data set that could 
potentially represent the characteristics of the entire specimen, the surface area is divided 
into 99,999 sample areas. Then, 30 of those sample areas are randomly selected to 
perform measurements. This quantity of areas was selected in prediction of manageable 
work load and maximum statistical accuracy based on that load. To visualize the 
partitioning process, Figure 7 below shows the numerical representation. 
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1 2 3 … … … 316 
317 318 319 … … … 632 
633 634 … … … … 948 
949 … … … … … … 
… … … … … … … 
… … … … … … … 
… … … … … … … 
… … … … 99,997 99,998 99,999 
Figure 7. Specimen Partitioning Approach for Random Selection. 
Due to the limitations of the provided sample random number table, the quantity 
of rectangles, m, must not exceed 99,999. The following dimensional analysis illustrates 
the method of determining lot size. The number of rows will equal the number of 
collumns for simplification purposes. If i is the number of rows and j is the number of 
collumns, 
1 = Å =  √99999 = 316.226 ≅ 316.
Therefore, for the maximum quantity of m, and the smallest lot dimensions, each 
sample will consist of 316 rows and 316 collumns. The largest quantity of rectangles is 
desirable to obtain the smallest sample dimensions, therfore obtaining a more finite grid. 
A smaller gird is helpful for a resolution that isolates microscopic fiber details by 
projecting a smaller picture on a constant-size microscopy screen. Based on the preceding 
data, the sample dimensions for the the first and second sample will respectively be, 
L. W = 4.114  − 04 W in the x-direction
X 
Y 
Columns 
Rows 
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L.L W = 3.165  − 04 W in the y-direction
and for the second sample, 
L.L W = 6.329  − 04 W in the x-direction
L.L W = 9.494  − 04 W in the y-direction.
With the quantity of sample areas determined to be 30 and the above dimensions 
respectively calculated, the random numbers were selected. The selected random 
numbers are in the range of zero to 99,999 as discuessed above. The list is titled “Lot 
Number” in the following table. 
Table 2. Measurement Areas in Specimen X-Y Plane. 
Lot 
Reference 
Lot 
Number 
Row 
Number 
y ̅(m) 
Column 
Number 
x ̅(m) 
1 14733 46 0.044 197 0.1246813 
2 43817 138 0.131 209 0.1322761 
3 77904 246 0.234 168 0.1063272 
4 87154 275 0.261 254 0.1607566 
5 78134 247 0.235 82 0.0518978 
6 14015 44 0.042 111 0.0702519 
7 64074 202 0.192 242 0.1531618 
8 26831 84 0.080 287 0.1816423 
9 31706 100 0.095 106 0.0670874 
10 68403 216 0.205 147 0.0930363 
11 62864 198 0.188 296 0.1873384 
12 39384 124 0.118 200 0.12658 
13 68202 215 0.204 262 0.1658198 
14 10753 34 0.032 90 0.056961 
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15 23289 73 0.069 221 0.1398709 
16 73143 231 0.219 147 0.0930363 
17 94393 298 0.283 225 0.1424025 
18 14648 46 0.044 112 0.0708848 
19 10597 33 0.031 169 0.1069601 
20 19660 62 0.059 68 0.0430372 
21 88102 278 0.264 254 0.1607566 
22 57022 180 0.171 142 0.0898718 
23 32285 102 0.097 53 0.0335437 
24 6204 19 0.018 200 0.12658 
25 70958 224 0.213 174 0.1101246 
26 48174 152 0.144 142 0.0898718 
27 64629 204 0.194 165 0.1044285 
28 49244 155 0.147 264 0.1670856 
29 20481 64 0.061 257 0.1626553 
30 45989 145 0.138 169 0.1069601 
While the reference number is solely for tracking purposes, the row and column 
numbers are calculated in excel based on the lot number visualization in Figure 7. The y̅ 
and x̅ quantities denote the displacements in the x and y dimensions from the origin of the 
sample which is in the lower left hand corner on the specimen’s bottom surface. These 
values were manually measured and labeled on the sample using a caliper. While 
minimal error is associated with this displacement measurement process, it is assumed to 
be normal and therefore does not significantly affect the measurements. 
Prior to collecting measurements an understanding of the physical representation 
of the measurements is needed. Approximately 15% (by volume) of the specimen is 
carbon fiber while the remaining 85% is epoxy. The epoxy is opaque. Therefore the 
measurements regarding fiber length and orientation are not projections onto the visible 
plane, but precise representations of the parameters. This understanding is solidified by 
the focal limitations of the digital microscope. For instance, if a particular fiber was 
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subject to orientation variation in the y-z plane as well as the x-y plane, the part of the 
fiber imbedded relative to the specimen’s surface would not be visible. Furthermore, the 
lack of transparency of the specimen negates the potential for projection measurements 
on any surface. 
Based on the above understanding, fiber length and variation in the third 
dimension is considered. Initially a laser microscope was used to profile the surface of 
the carbon fiber composite and then measure fiber deviation from φ=0ᵒ. Essentially, if a 
surface measurement revealed fibers emerging from the surface of the epoxy matrix, a 
height measurement of the protruding portion of the fiber could be used to calculate the 
z-direction deviation. The figure below illustrates the preliminary idea for calculating 
misalignment in the third dimension. 
Figure 8. Diagram of Z-Direction Misalignment Laser Microscopy Approach. 
Based on the above diagram, the vertical protrusion Δz and protrusion length Lo 
could be measured with a surface profile from a laser microscope while the entire fiber 
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length, L, could easily be measured from the microscope’s camera. The calculation for 
the z-direction misalignment, φ is as follows, 
φ =  sin% ∆Ë:i Eqn. 65 
The microscope was recently calibrated before procedure execution to improve 
previous profile results in hopes of determining the spatial fiber distribution based on 
fiber misalignment in the z-direction that would be evident and measurable. The first 
sample was positioned in the same manner as the approach for obtaining the 
misalignment in the x-y plane with the upper surface facing the microscope lens. After 
adjusting parameters such as the upper focal distance, lower focal distance, aperture, 
quality and saturation the figure below was obtained revealing the surface profile. 
Figure 9. Calibrated Surface Profile of Composite Surface. 
The above figure shows a calibrated surface profile of the composite. The 
plateaus and valleys show visible absence of the epoxy and vary in depth from 100μm to 
500μm. Although multiple surface profiles were captured to determine fiber 
misalignment in the z-direction, the largest elevation change was just over 6μm from tip 
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to tip of a fiber that was nearly 90μm in length. After this was determined to be the 
largest visible deviation, the approach of surface profiling to determine misalignment was 
abandoned due to the success present in the approach of using the camera option on the 
microscope. 
The camera measurement approach used in determining the x-y plane 
misalignment was then utilized for the third dimension as follows. Unlike the availability 
of using one angle to quantify the misalignment in the literature review, fiber orientations 
in the y-z plane must be measured through a second angle by viewing the y-z plane. The 
distribution representing the deviation in the z-direction will contain the same quantity of 
lots (30) and same lot size as measured in the x-y plane to strengthen the statistical 
integrity of the results in case test hypotheses are conducted on the data. The second 
sample from the dimensions report, being the thickest sample, was rotated such that the 
x-z plane was facing up towards the lens of the microscope. Thus, the cross section 
revealing the fiber deviation in the z-direction was visible for measurements by the laser 
microscope. 
Again, data from the y-z plane does not represent projections but actual 
measurements. Because of the lack of transparency, any misalignment measurements in 
either plane are misalignments in only that plane. This means that all measured angles 
represent the entirety of each respective misalignment. This assumption allows for the 
simplification of two measurements to be collaborated into one parameter, θ. Lengths and 
orientations on both measuring planes are assumed to be accurate representations of the 
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fibers throughout the specimen. These assumptions are extraordinarily helpful in the 
approach methodology but present risk in the uncertainty of the results. 
One simple method to further solidify the accuracy of the assumptions is to 
perform a linear regression analysis on the fiber length and misalignment relation in the 
y-z plane. Thirty data points are taken and imported into R statistical software to perform 
the analysis. Each point consists of a distance from the top surface of the material to the 
respective fiber and an angle of misalignment. This investigation will determine any 
relationships between the vertical position of the fiber and the misalignment angle, which 
will in turn support the assumption that the measurements taken accurately represent the 
population of fibers throughout the specimen. 
Basic graphing techniques in R allow for preliminary conclusions if the data 
shows extreme behavior. Below a scatterplot clearly shows there is no distinct 
relationship between the fiber distance from the specimen surface and the angle of 
misalignment. 
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Figure 10. Linear Regression Scatterplot from R. 
This does not prove that the sample measurements will accurately represent the 
fiber population as a whole. It does, however, suggest that no mathematical relationship 
exists between the vertical spatial position of the fiber and the misalignment angle, which 
supports the assumption that the random localized data will be a mathematically sound 
approach to predicting the specimen’s characteristics. 
The dimensions of this particular sample in (x,y,z) form are (0.1300, 0.1000, 
0.0033) meters. Therefore, the available cross-sectional area revealing the third 
dimension fiber deviation is twice the y-z plane, 
x=ÌVÍË = 2(0.1300)(0.0033)W
x=ÌVÍË = 0.000858 W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Due to the fact that the same statistical strength should be achieved for all 
dimensions, the magnitude of area in each measurement approach will be the same. 
Therefore, 30 measurements will be conducted with the same lot area as in the first 
approach. However, the shape of the lots for this sample will be adjusted to better fit the 
focal range of the microscope due to surface fluctuation on the cross section. Finally the 
y-z lengths of each lot are shown as, 
L.L W = 4.746  − 04 W in the y-direction
L.L W = 12.66  − 04 W in the z-direction
Therefore, there are 210.704 columns and 2.60664 rows on each y-z planes for a 
total of 1098.46 lots. Based on the random number table, only numbers less than 1099 
will be utilized in the selection of lot measurement. The following table displays the 
selected lots for measurement and their respective locations. 
Table 3. Lot Determination Data for Z-Direction Misalignment. 
Lot 
Reference 
Lot 
Number 
Column 
Number 
y ̅(m) x ̅(m) 
1 417 159 0.075461 0.003221 
2 437 167 0.079258 0.002141 
3 363 139 0.065969 0.000857 
4 773 296 0.140482 0.001816 
5 150 57 0.027052 0.0018 
6 390 149 0.070715 0.002039 
7 1023 392 0.186043 0.001516 
8 488 187 0.08875 0.000707 
9 54 20 0.009492 0.002364 
10 783 300 0.14238 0.001276 
11 373 143 0.067868 0.000317 
12 725 278 0.131939 0.000448 
13 120 46 0.021832 0.00012 
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14 518 198 0.093971 0.002387 
15 119 45 0.021357 0.002154 
16 424 162 0.076885 0.002183 
17 755 289 0.137159 0.002128 
18 182 69 0.032747 0.002712 
19 1055 404 0.191738 0.002427 
20 1003 384 0.182246 0.002596 
21 746 286 0.135736 0.000634 
22 249 95 0.045087 0.001733 
23 446 171 0.081157 0.000335 
24 1018 390 0.185094 0.001786 
25 706 270 0.128142 0.002794 
26 189 72 0.034171 0.001674 
27 734 281 0.133363 0.001942 
28 737 282 0.133837 0.00244 
29 833 319 0.151397 0.001876 
30 842 323 0.153296 7E-05 
Therefore, due to the y-dimension length of the sample in collaboration with the 
above y ̅distances, any lots with y ̅magnitudes of less than 0.10 m will be located on the 
side A of the y-z plane. Lots with y̅ magnitudes greater than 0.10 m will be located on 
side B of the y-z plane. Essentially, the random number list covered both existing y-z 
planes of the sample; the lots should be roughly split between sides A and B of the 
sample. The following table further depicts each lots location with respect to the y-
dimension. 
Table 4. Lot Determination Data with Respect to Sides in the Y-Z Plane. 
Lot 
Reference 
Side y ̅(m) from z-axis 
1 A 0.075461 
2 A 0.079258 
3 A 0.065969 
4 B 0.040482 
5 A 0.027052 
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6 A 0.070715 
7 B 0.086043 
8 A 0.08875 
9 A 0.009492 
10 B 0.04238 
11 A 0.067868 
12 B 0.031939 
13 A 0.021832 
14 A 0.093971 
15 A 0.021357 
16 A 0.076885 
17 B 0.037159 
18 A 0.032747 
19 B 0.091738 
20 B 0.082246 
21 B 0.035736 
22 A 0.045087 
23 A 0.081157 
24 B 0.085094 
25 B 0.028142 
26 A 0.034171 
27 B 0.033363 
28 B 0.033837 
29 B 0.051397 
30 B 0.053296 
With the locations of all sixty lots determined, the origins of each respective lot 
were measured by caliper. The simplicity of this process allows for exclusion in the 
process specifics. Sample pictures are shown below that illustrate the image under 10x 
digital microscope magnification and again the same image with length and angle 
measurements. 
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Figure 11. Microscopic Display of Carbon Fiber Sample under 10X Magnification. 
Figure 12. Microscopic Display of Carbon Fiber Sample with Measurement Lines. 
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 Below the data is tabled by plane. Over 300 samples were collected in each plane 
that consist of a length and misalignment angle for each fiber. Graphical analysis of the 
data and calculations for the prediction of the material parameters will take place in the 
following section. 
Table 5. Length and Orientation Data in X-Y Plane. 
Number Length (μm) 
Angle 
(°) 
Number… 
Length 
(μm)… 
Angle 
(°)… 
1 289.234 21.178 196 200.576 11.505 
2 256.479 15.774 197 287.459 0.295 
3 194.587 6.613 198 62.205 7.595 
4 141.113 8.025 199 178.326 17.403 
5 204.918 11.929 200 202.452 4.574 
6 126.088 26.274 201 219.777 1.863 
7 285.245 29.275 202 276.486 1.611 
8 231.604 57.740 203 143.788 17.103 
9 262.943 3.991 204 196.244 0.000 
10 145.103 17.913 205 101.349 5.290 
11 110.638 2.974 206 213.155 3.036 
12 206.959 5.090 207 564.320 4.751 
13 272.422 5.393 208 456.997 7.415 
14 207.374 20.785 209 348.486 2.083 
15 201.777 0.137 210 245.611 5.194 
16 285.098 3.486 211 101.706 47.936 
17 232.131 5.856 212 211.699 7.679 
18 114.714 0.754 213 160.889 14.365 
19 88.491 38.797 214 173.418 4.798 
20 76.323 4.865 215 211.699 7.431 
21 111.976 0.735 216 323.580 23.540 
22 96.740 0.924 217 79.750 9.246 
23 100.278 8.017 218 164.080 33.294 
24 349.867 1.650 219 97.742 45.659 
25 174.154 0.747 220 336.485 9.909 
26 58.454 6.710 221 229.678 2.622 
27 116.367 14.036 222 149.314 1.848 
28 315.205 1.488 223 102.473 10.125 
29 241.850 0.000 224 120.646 10.491 
30 200.128 13.473 225 439.485 0.392 
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31 127.414 2.984 226 156.487 54.689 
32 172.307 5.947 227 87.110 1.878 
33 400.010 3.225 228 132.355 28.156 
34 285.258 3.244 229 165.846 0.603 
35 448.501 14.797 230 148.190 3.489 
36 214.321 1.893 231 383.502 28.951 
37 72.076 3.576 232 138.531 28.560 
38 547.614 1.398 233 172.800 1.762 
39 44.654 19.290 234 115.833 21.251 
40 30.902 66.038 235 279.834 4.167 
41 219.011 31.584 236 193.292 19.817 
42 185.811 5.042 237 177.009 10.697 
43 162.072 4.014 238 375.286 6.103 
44 206.043 6.843 239 199.975 23.344 
45 136.992 3.270 240 206.991 8.702 
46 45.940 41.186 241 456.269 1.945 
47 195.180 10.162 242 170.664 5.505 
48 329.441 8.505 243 168.655 1.245 
49 178.499 8.531 244 238.450 7.712 
50 443.071 5.991 245 216.978 9.310 
51 159.116 17.281 246 321.935 5.458 
52 251.968 30.050 247 328.280 6.667 
53 284.370 24.821 248 374.063 4.145 
54 156.661 4.086 249 101.631 67.932 
55 76.123 4.899 250 62.205 2.663 
56 149.486 3.621 251 138.179 8.455 
57 213.115 3.106 252 337.743 6.028 
58 464.362 4.489 253 130.729 13.815 
59 66.695 34.439 254 109.606 14.265 
60 268.151 8.070 255 132.816 12.225 
61 160.604 3.289 256 113.459 1.941 
62 326.907 6.710 257 407.580 16.805 
63 412.290 2.637 258 440.997 17.103 
64 460.613 24.814 259 141.323 9.901 
65 359.323 0.274 260 63.286 27.600 
66 262.580 37.266 261 80.797 77.005 
67 98.151 9.728 262 94.987 9.462 
68 292.782 5.297 263 425.104 9.767 
69 144.053 3.270 264 403.764 23.253 
70 130.962 7.431 265 190.801 29.899 
71 80.204 3.302 266 124.487 21.949 
72 360.768 1.245 267 199.185 7.970 
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73 161.842 1.380 268 377.245 4.970 
74 265.811 13.513 269 371.128 35.278 
75 332.721 6.687 270 69.321 23.629 
76 298.563 1.325 271 116.957 35.272 
77 236.613 11.864 272 208.210 12.804 
78 188.925 20.829 273 406.270 39.806 
79 76.023 1.637 274 134.802 2.411 
80 516.936 10.620 275 255.849 9.353 
81 211.992 32.433 276 72.103 14.036 
82 230.897 1.081 277 336.488 61.011 
83 157.742 11.310 278 388.431 7.413 
84 263.629 5.484 279 214.214 0.734 
85 84.404 1.736 280 123.029 2.770 
86 245.125 6.864 281 343.540 6.152 
87 145.215 2.203 282 229.429 0.888 
88 229.749 3.209 283 255.072 6.291 
89 228.749 15.208 284 372.405 13.983 
90 252.422 9.762 285 161.906 3.621 
91 192.594 4.865 286 251.558 1.153 
92 199.185 7.189 287 199.243 2.705 
93 153.905 4.399 288 152.327 2.760 
94 169.986 12.804 289 329.962 4.967 
95 223.901 0.556 290 252.619 5.196 
96 178.107 5.947 291 148.865 10.154 
97 260.125 14.744 292 108.863 8.584 
98 249.224 4.000 293 91.107 10.305 
99 190.786 15.945 294 240.532 1.534 
100 274.458 9.392 295 167.912 5.128 
101 220.848 4.970 296 89.841 1.273 
102 514.722 10.826 297 88.621 4.086 
103 252.751 13.201 298 404.728 12.470 
104 216.127 22.005 299 195.957 25.887 
105 215.415 33.326 300 78.786 0.000 
106 107.628 12.907 301 529.443 4.203 
107 193.736 14.876 302 411.857 0.880 
108 323.391 0.000 303 68.406 9.462 
109 115.113 4.844 304 64.423 23.962 
110 148.190 4.185 305 210.178 1.023 
111 245.125 7.046 306 91.348 18.435 
112 323.887 2.663 307 199.315 19.411 
113 389.138 3.715 308 201.815 0.000 
114 333.165 1.035 309 380.863 3.240 
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115 193.524 1.359 310 45.333 40.101 
116 74.384 55.620 311 446.867 2.862 
117 153.427 1.660 312 210.690 8.631 
118 103.733 3.900 313 225.232 11.206 
119 121.026 7.386 314 183.218 11.310 
120 45.333 54.246 315 139.315 11.143 
121 124.380 0.000 316 73.985 59.036 
122 244.712 1.958 317 218.557 72.992 
123 353.795 0.132 318 179.660 14.356 
124 219.808 1.364 319 78.774 0.000 
125 340.376 2.955 320 248.856 1.838 
126 68.615 15.524 321 364.976 1.395 
127 241.854 0.000 322 286.824 4.557 
128 354.340 4.600 323 173.368 8.049 
129 208.833 13.208 324 388.971 3.682 
130 207.305 0.257 325 290.582 5.969 
131 221.470 3.257 326 148.364 6.465 
132 159.416 5.001 327 447.516 4.530 
133 131.878 5.080 328 228.327 6.809 
134 71.864 0.000 329 69.321 7.595 
135 58.011 16.699 330 170.233 8.931 
136 121.506 19.904 331 218.373 0.185 
137 230.794 0.655 332 132.852 4.844 
138 60.808 0.000 333 99.657 3.814 
139 60.714 12.724 334 196.711 19.561 
140 157.724 7.874 335 85.024 8.259 
141 362.614 9.525 336 92.635 2.726 
142 121.341 14.036 337 242.560 7.368 
143 97.301 79.624 338 231.723 5.110 
144 248.856 1.685 339 315.054 5.395 
145 299.052 12.863 340 118.980 2.770 
146 234.733 8.344 341 458.362 3.565 
147 138.179 58.392 342 297.390 2.021 
148 250.386 8.956 343 174.329 3.045 
149 109.257 19.983 344 216.339 5.315 
150 167.912 5.412 345 250.054 17.488 
151 155.135 26.200 346 130.882 22.218 
152 183.827 0.940 347 77.835 8.837 
153 190.079 12.665 348 47.974 43.668 
154 271.453 18.983 349 125.762 0.000 
155 147.279 6.419 350 77.700 5.102 
156 188.945 7.765 351 447.585 35.409 
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157 121.191 44.370 352 241.696 27.072 
158 386.985 8.683 353 157.360 6.605 
159 90.539 11.821 354 195.854 9.246 
160 254.742 3.549 355 542.380 7.978 
161 75.087 4.865 356 41.460 56.310 
162 190.465 5.964 357 193.093 12.961 
163 243.648 31.569 358 120.520 62.904 
164 245.378 9.537 359 231.797 31.042 
165 103.880 5.080 360 347.058 2.307 
166 304.021 14.689 361 98.936 41.100 
167 319.317 0.873 362 147.227 8.858 
168 176.734 6.520 363 222.789 11.310 
169 91.348 18.778 364 264.031 6.667 
170 239.002 6.941 365 179.681 1.701 
171 171.245 6.483 366 329.073 5.896 
172 352.261 6.520 367 156.770 9.782 
173 232.192 0.979 368 98.704 46.169 
174 137.160 12.633 369 181.931 6.605 
175 210.000 6.897 370 99.504 1.102 
176 407.043 6.258 371 148.653 5.332 
177 118.175 11.659 372 85.215 8.915 
178 106.638 4.360 373 247.007 17.071 
179 220.887 13.213 374 267.241 6.911 
180 95.877 15.255 375 180.556 5.464 
181 352.868 2.766 376 212.868 1.001 
182 202.075 3.302 377 86.978 17.969 
183 158.594 0.682 378 221.646 8.326 
184 67.038 14.036 379 143.735 1.904 
185 147.932 1.507 380 319.006 7.445 
186 264.139 1.432 381 213.585 39.226 
187 118.127 7.651 382 469.125 17.149 
188 213.752 22.551 383 395.853 14.149 
189 292.243 3.490 384 170.547 4.399 
190 99.514 27.879 385 258.449 0.774 
191 163.450 2.632 386 406.942 8.800 
192 200.776 13.309 387 201.720 31.210 
193 215.663 1.397 388 59.426 0.000 
194 116.613 5.711 389 211.487 0.455 
195 514.121 0.022 
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Table 6. Length and Orientation Data in Y-Z Plane. 
Number 
Length 
(μm) 
Angle 
(°) 
Number… 
Length 
(μm)… 
Angle 
(°)… 
1 63.241 68.538 166 101.032 0.000 
2 76.921 7.306 167 244.489 31.973 
3 87.099 70.656 168 144.630 0.877 
4 53.980 53.344 169 90.175 3.300 
5 43.260 7.125 170 58.033 80.293 
6 33.252 12.095 171 57.386 55.305 
7 208.989 0.614 172 88.077 81.281 
8 42.303 3.366 173 54.777 65.171 
9 71.279 0.421 174 55.675 53.400 
10 79.751 59.470 175 46.162 61.858 
11 74.816 3.668 176 43.071 60.828 
12 48.504 37.405 177 87.655 6.590 
13 45.509 64.026 178 149.442 7.550 
14 102.996 51.870 179 47.056 64.352 
15 76.800 65.493 180 52.542 78.690 
16 110.638 60.783 181 37.169 62.040 
17 52.928 26.928 182 66.436 68.199 
18 52.991 49.316 183 74.646 10.989 
19 73.561 49.591 184 55.191 61.449 
20 59.048 9.603 185 116.307 9.707 
21 100.875 14.980 186 37.014 27.367 
22 116.062 15.950 187 84.143 18.034 
23 51.942 0.000 188 71.165 14.305 
24 69.988 14.560 189 97.356 11.962 
25 139.264 2.847 190 75.253 66.642 
26 59.612 2.231 191 72.445 7.917 
27 60.912 20.726 192 107.280 10.060 
28 70.060 4.128 193 179.570 3.752 
29 61.288 25.058 194 39.933 9.638 
30 56.427 23.295 195 54.686 0.917 
31 159.160 0.000 196 50.757 24.520 
32 96.310 2.272 197 28.101 37.304 
33 98.966 0.795 198 47.723 71.958 
34 54.047 14.036 199 110.517 4.771 
35 117.542 11.628 200 43.793 27.691 
36 100.187 54.714 201 111.627 4.135 
37 59.306 47.862 202 51.213 0.608 
38 62.575 78.311 203 38.962 73.448 
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39 110.030 0.379 204 96.016 74.798 
40 49.901 56.310 205 52.815 84.202 
41 69.978 87.580 206 31.628 79.380 
42 95.496 0.403 207 155.977 8.977 
43 53.212 68.405 208 38.461 81.254 
44 120.648 79.015 209 86.776 42.163 
45 110.274 76.759 210 205.711 18.217 
46 59.548 49.939 211 39.450 14.752 
47 63.882 48.621 212 106.460 16.053 
48 82.115 11.788 213 42.993 61.677 
49 53.288 90.000 214 200.047 1.637 
50 42.361 27.728 215 85.119 25.762 
51 48.341 77.593 216 108.699 1.542 
52 36.519 12.529 217 51.711 14.995 
53 25.855 15.055 218 73.821 59.413 
54 180.872 2.738 219 75.123 26.871 
55 64.657 41.009 220 126.134 2.114 
56 71.330 1.053 221 19.585 36.027 
57 52.846 44.170 222 81.814 7.399 
58 52.701 83.541 223 62.987 36.318 
59 45.399 53.072 224 82.985 25.890 
60 80.469 58.595 225 73.821 30.646 
61 47.471 54.165 226 61.774 10.049 
62 71.584 59.534 227 25.688 86.634 
63 46.364 0.000 228 147.121 3.578 
64 81.439 25.484 229 163.770 5.912 
65 78.009 63.569 230 68.101 4.386 
66 42.708 62.199 231 296.591 5.166 
67 139.827 1.248 232 129.628 1.542 
68 29.424 36.091 233 213.208 3.752 
69 54.510 81.973 234 50.516 0.796 
70 103.013 31.581 235 125.573 77.889 
71 149.888 41.547 236 67.590 79.899 
72 46.837 12.155 237 55.022 40.042 
73 108.335 8.289 238 38.554 75.404 
74 119.347 13.134 239 92.130 70.703 
75 76.622 20.251 240 115.914 4.882 
76 175.098 66.092 241 47.076 64.732 
77 107.369 2.783 242 47.993 46.146 
78 31.952 16.113 243 40.881 89.310 
79 115.697 1.909 244 105.697 44.954 
80 79.049 20.497 245 45.509 86.820 
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81 48.858 50.301 246 109.601 57.181 
82 65.918 4.259 247 27.068 58.496 
83 41.526 0.000 248 76.490 60.846 
84 49.283 52.481 249 49.901 30.784 
85 54.471 28.301 250 140.435 44.434 
86 129.692 43.911 251 29.367 60.659 
87 72.028 8.207 252 69.974 45.043 
88 44.980 56.035 253 49.540 77.187 
89 44.077 66.194 254 60.220 84.597 
90 35.020 59.514 255 162.315 6.517 
91 58.428 70.866 256 164.040 1.010 
92 56.769 46.469 257 49.015 77.628 
93 47.015 45.971 258 91.000 50.268 
94 104.030 3.352 259 62.203 21.394 
95 105.232 43.348 260 44.718 68.552 
96 65.755 88.794 261 212.607 7.062 
97 27.419 81.870 262 103.664 38.777 
98 152.429 69.370 263 57.005 56.639 
99 153.920 29.507 264 75.059 40.028 
100 110.341 48.722 265 61.635 60.945 
101 156.838 15.482 266 80.801 55.540 
102 144.828 2.841 267 84.831 57.188 
103 114.199 62.963 268 47.229 83.808 
104 34.711 69.146 269 61.057 15.819 
105 215.944 0.827 270 71.838 14.036 
106 261.571 6.361 271 281.647 13.139 
107 145.163 9.407 272 37.458 0.383 
108 131.889 3.736 273 266.550 5.958 
109 62.453 21.689 274 54.777 5.666 
110 181.600 10.283 275 220.056 0.000 
111 41.109 54.045 276 110.774 2.052 
112 86.278 83.863 277 100.457 3.735 
113 101.745 0.494 278 68.791 84.730 
114 96.682 76.729 279 146.877 9.832 
115 61.623 66.038 280 87.819 42.337 
116 37.451 67.068 281 62.831 83.347 
117 69.861 34.658 282 146.163 10.600 
118 70.983 29.876 283 156.583 6.202 
119 251.907 8.746 284 42.098 62.258 
120 43.640 26.966 285 56.090 37.504 
121 163.530 8.114 286 44.873 69.395 
122 94.081 25.320 287 72.214 72.284 
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123 100.788 58.360 288 47.269 73.443 
124 102.726 53.943 289 43.204 51.240 
125 139.023 5.366 290 44.337 53.588 
126 52.973 69.481 291 71.548 40.951 
127 258.220 6.466 292 94.844 58.935 
128 101.726 1.312 293 78.608 64.120 
129 244.374 7.133 294 149.666 2.688 
130 108.910 3.830 295 95.856 5.896 
131 243.868 3.380 296 55.403 10.910 
132 346.726 0.912 297 327.737 2.779 
133 42.235 19.229 298 61.167 22.400 
134 128.714 0.554 299 115.545 6.661 
135 74.183 9.039 300 89.571 12.185 
136 260.990 21.098 301 118.915 5.918 
137 34.475 75.381 302 145.764 10.337 
138 148.579 25.769 303 150.572 5.336 
139 70.933 44.576 304 64.516 18.178 
140 82.638 86.173 305 60.347 5.001 
141 50.927 36.158 306 180.432 9.552 
142 256.452 2.831 307 26.351 29.745 
143 82.420 58.496 308 40.711 30.964 
144 159.840 10.476 309 63.378 30.651 
145 124.493 5.246 310 52.213 49.899 
146 104.237 33.193 311 39.450 69.864 
147 131.511 11.607 312 39.365 79.796 
148 256.377 3.453 313 37.265 70.641 
149 76.221 30.619 314 91.244 81.579 
150 70.570 65.913 315 72.657 17.819 
151 55.554 46.535 316 128.679 9.499 
152 44.568 57.892 317 243.880 10.944 
153 41.670 52.927 318 116.062 69.489 
154 37.509 62.928 319 44.482 82.093 
155 78.566 59.834 320 171.450 10.811 
156 67.366 56.310 321 365.835 5.733 
157 40.142 33.232 322 204.889 1.703 
158 73.404 44.142 323 68.101 6.896 
159 79.583 30.440 324 91.921 27.801 
160 44.212 37.001 325 153.887 3.270 
161 67.975 54.669 326 73.970 18.869 
162 41.664 4.514 327 75.568 21.123 
163 74.289 63.641 328 243.033 14.129 
164 49.901 89.591 329 42.212 8.792 
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165 30.044 64.318 330 69.892 11.259 
331 49.210 6.357 
3.5 Destructive Verification Measurements 
Destructive verification answers the questions that interrogate the integrity of the 
approach. It is necessary to verify the approach through generic mechanical tests to either 
prove the hypothesis or dissect the method for failure causes. Standard tensile tests are 
used in this experiment to experimentally determine the mechanical properties of both 
carbon fiber composites. Refer to the Standard Test Method for Tensile Properties of 
Polymer Matrix Composite Materials for a detailed process guideline. Based on the 
guidelines, several samples were cut from the available samples on which to perform the 
tensile test. Pictured below are the samples and their rectangular dimensions. The first 
picture shows the large thin sample with three specimens outlined. The second picture 
shows the smaller sample with one drawing ready to be extracted. 
Figure 13. Large Sample Specimen Outline for Tensile Test. 
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Figure 14. Small Sample Specimen Outline for Tensile Test. 
The above outlines are then extracted with a Dremel rotary saw and prepared for 
the tensile test. However, before the test can be completed, plastic tabs are cut and glued 
to the samples to fulfill the test requirements. The tabs and extracted are shown in Figure 
15, below. The smallest sample on the left is from sample 2, while the other three are 
from sample 1. 
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Figure 15. Tensile Test Specimens and Designated Tabs. 
Before transitioning to the results, error in the method and measurement 
procurement must be consulted. Due to the availability of a discrete solution for the LAA, 
no error (excluding rounding) is incorporated there. However, for the PPA large error 
exists in the function assignment to the data. This error, although magnitude unknown, is 
responsible for the largest difference between the theoretical prediction and the 
experimental modulus. Below is a table that lists 30 consecutive measurements on the 
same fiber in order to illustrate the minor error due to human error in data procurement. 
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Table 7. Error in Measurement Analysis. 
Measurement Length (μm) Angle (°) 
1 199.83 4.21 
2 200.57 4.44 
3 197.12 4.03 
4 196.32 4.89 
5 197.92 4.43 
6 198.61 3.99 
7 200.80 4.57 
8 201.37 4.47 
9 198.50 4.50 
10 197.92 4.67 
11 200.68 4.58 
12 200.68 4.34 
13 201.16 4.83 
14 199.14 4.83 
15 199.83 4.91 
16 200.62 4.26 
17 197.02 3.87 
18 199.88 4.03 
19 197.02 4.24 
20 202.75 4.27 
21 201.16 4.48 
22 201.21 4.44 
23 199.14 4.69 
24 197.76 4.75 
25 199.88 4.53 
26 198.50 4.18 
27 199.19 4.28 
28 199.19 4.12 
29 199.89 4.32 
30 195.74 4.63 
Average 199.31 4.43 
Standard Deviation 1.69 0.28 
This approach to error concludes the method section. Featured next are the results. 
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Chapter 4 Results 
4.1 Introduction 
The results follow the format of the methods section. The ultrasonic results 
precede the digital microscopy results. The last portion is dedicated to the tensile test data 
in order to verify the predictions from the ultrasonic and visual approach. The 
comparison of both approaches to the experimental results will dictate the nature of the 
conclusion and produce a preliminary outlook for future work. Before that point, the 
assumption of a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 is used based on Taheri’s work [16] to predict the 
elastic modulus in the simplest manner as, 
 = Â	(1 − ϑ)
 = N3480 W0 O 999.77 ÑŴ (1 − 0.300)
 = 5.93 p¹V
where Â is the phase velocity of a quasi-longitudinal wave in the fiber direction, and 	 is
the mass density of the sample. 
4.2 Ultrasonic Results 
The velocity calculations for each ultrasound technique, and all mathematical 
results for that matter, are shown within the results for convenience purposes. Also, 
measurement quantities are determined based on the degree of procurement difficulty and 
variability between measurements. Large variability resulted in significantly more 
measurements. The first set of results is the ultrasonic wave velocity measurements 
needed to determine Young’s modulus in the fiber direction. 
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With the average thickness determined in the methods, a series of longitudinal 
wave time of flights (TOF) are measured in the thickness direction. 
Table 8. Longitudinal Wave Measurements in Sample 1. 
2.567 2.567 2.567 2.546 
2.587 2.587 2.607 2.526 
2.567 2.587 2.587 2.546 
2.587 2.607 2.587 2.526 
2.587 2.587 2.607 2.506 
Average 2.572 
The table below displays the ToF for multiple shear wave measurements in the 
thickness direction. 
Table 9. Shear Wave Measurements in Sample 1. 
4.492 4.598 4.625 4.572 
4.492 4.598 4.625 4.598 
4.439 4.625 4.625 4.598 
4.439 4.651 4.625 4.625 
4.572 4.625 4.625 4.598 
Average 4.582 
From Tables 1-3, the longitudinal wave velocity and shear wave velocity were 
calculated respectively from, 

 = 2Ky

 = 2(3.256WW)2.572r0

 =  2.532  WW/μs
and, 

 =  2K/y
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 = 2(3.256)4.582

 = 1.421 WW/μs.
Before the elastic constants could be calculated the density of the sample needed 
to be determined. The length and width of the sample were measured to be 0.13 m and 
0.10m m, and the thickness from above is 0.0033 m. With these measurements, the 
volume of the sample is 4.29e-5 m3.  
The mass of the sample was measured to be 42.89 g. Therefore, the mass density 
of the sample was calculated to be, 
	 =  W

	 =  0.04289 Ñ^4.29Ì − 5 W
	 =  999.77 tÀ 
From this information, the constants c11 and c22 can be determined using the following 
equations as, 
. = 	

. = 999.77 ÑŴ  (2532 W0 )
. = 6.410 p¹V
and, 
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. =  . − 2	

. =  6.410 p¹V − 2 N999.77 tÀO N1421 h O
. =  2.372 p¹V.
The next constant to be determined is c33 through the use of a quasi-longitudinal 
wave, following the same measurement technique. The following figures show the 
receiver signals at two predetermined distances in measuring the velocity. The visible 
cursor denotes the TOF between the transmitted signal and received signal at that 
particular distance. Note that because the waveform remains fairly consistent in 
geometrical form, the wave is being measured parallel to the phase velocity vector. 
Figure 16. Quasi-longitudinal Signal at Distance d1. 
Figure 17. Quasi-longitudinal Signal at Distance d2. 
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The following table shows the measured data and respective velocity calculations. 
A series of quasi-longitudinal wave time of flights (TOF) are measured (µs) at different 
distances. 
Table 10. Quasi-Longitudinal Wave Measurements in Fiber Direction. 
ToF (μs) 
Distance 
(mm) 
Velocity 
(mm/μs) 
25.5 7.54 3.38 
50 14.24 3.51 
38.5 10.84 3.55 
Average 3.48 
The next constant to be determined is c33 through the use of a quasi-longitudinal 
wave, following the same measurement technique. A series of quasi-longitudinal wave 
time of flights (ToF) are measured (µs) at different distances. The average velocity is 
then calculated to be 3.48 mm/μs. Therefore, 
. = 999.77 ÑŴ  (3480 W0 )
. =  12.1 p¹V.
Moving on to the two remaining elastic constants, surface waves or Rayleigh 
waves were measured in the fiber direction and normal to the fiber direction. This 
approach is highlighted by Pilarski and Rose [16]. The measured velocities respectively 
are 1.95 mm/μs and 1.2 mm/μs. With the needed constants determined the elastic 
modulus in the fiber direction can be calculated as, 
 =  − 2  ( + )
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 = 12.11 p¹V − 2(3.80) (6.410 p¹V + 2.372 p¹V)
 = 8.82 p¹V.
This value concludes the search for the elastic modulus based on an ultrasonic 
approach. 
4.3 Visual Results 
The fiber length and misalignment angles in the X-Y plane and the Y-Z plane are 
collaborated and present in the following histograms. 
Figure 20. Collaborative Length Histogram. 
Figure 21. Collaborative Orientation Histogram. 
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The laminate analogy approach (LAA) will be used to begin the visual analysis due to 
the discontinuous option for mathematical manipulation unlike the paper physics 
approach (PPA). Furthermore, Eqns. 27-46 are used to obtain the prediction of the LAA. 
Due to the complexity of the equation path and the length of the derivation, sample 
calculations are excluded, especially because the process is iterative with respect to the 
resolution of the study. For each change in the number of modeled laminates the 
mathematical process starts over. Below is a list of the assumed constants based on 
progress from Taheri, Fu and Lauke, and research within this experiment. 
Table 11. Input Fiber and Matrix Parameters. 
Parameter Value 
Ef 230 Gpa 
Em 3.5 Gpa 
Gm 1.29 Gpa 
Gf 2.02 Gpa 
lmean 157 μm 
Rmean 7.60 μm 
Note that lmean is the mean fiber length and Rmean is the average distance between 
fibers. Based on the assumed parameters the values of the elastic modulus in terms of the 
LAA are shown in Table 10 below. The partitions describe how many theoretical 
laminates the carbon fiber sample is divided into based on the literature review. The most 
specific answer comes from the greatest number of laminates which used each individual 
data point to generate the solution. 
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Table 12. Laminate Analogy Elastic Modulus Results in Fiber Direction. 
 Partitions 1 2 3 5 10 722 
 Elastic Modulus (Gpa) 10.724 10.668 10.653 10.657 10.664 7.798 
Discovering an elastic modulus prediction using the LAA concludes this portions. 
Moving on, the paper physics approach (PPA) expresses the elastic modulus in the fiber 
direction as, 
 = 998
8 + (1 − 
8) Eqn. 35 
where, 
9 = kuln I [1 − aN& O&klmkGn ]<()K Eqn. 36 
and, 
9 = I [(./0 ) − (012 )](./0 )bklmbkGn ^( )K Eqn. 37 
where l is between the minimum and maximum fiber length and the same with respect to 
θ. Due to the difficulty in fully applying a continuous distribution to data with such 
drastic fluctuations, the integrals will be solved iteratively as in the LAA. Using excel, 
the following table expresses the results in terms of the fiber efficiency factors. Note that 
the imbedded function f(l) is approximated by a two parameter Weibull function, 
<(; Õ, Ñ) = (Ö) NÖO% exp [−(Ö)]  Eqn. 66 
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where k and λ are shape and scale parameters. In the figure below, in order to best match 
the length data, k = 1.1 and λ = 1. Note that the scale on the figure has been set for 
visualization purposes. 
Figure 22. Weibull Estimation Density for Fiber Length Data. 
Continuing on to a density estimation for the fiber orientations. Again, a 
satisfactory density function to approximate the orientation data is a two parameter 
Weibull function. In the figure below, in order to best match the length data, k = 0.5 
and λ = 1. 
Figure 23. Weibull Estimation Density for Fiber Length Data. 
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Based on the density functions in collaboration with the efficiency factor 
equations, the efficiency factors are shown below. Note that χ1 corresponds to the 
fiber distribution and χ2, the orientation distribution. 
Table 12. Calculated Efficiency Factors. 
Χ1 0.273 
Χ2 0.476 
Sample calculations for the elastic modulus based on the PPA can be shown as,  = 998
8 + (1 − 
8)
 = 0.273 ∗ 0.476(230 p¹V)(0.15) + 3.5p¹V(1 − 0.15)
 = 7.458 p¹V.
4.4 Destructive Testing 
The last portion of the experiment involves performing destructive testing on the 
material specimens. Based on the ASTM standards, large variation and small specificity 
is outlined for the procedure guidelines. Significant iterative procedures may be needed 
for a solid conclusion. The following figure shows one of the samples in the tensile 
machine. 
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Figure 24. Specimen #3 in Tensile Test Procurement. 
While three of four available samples fractured near the grip of the tensile machine, one 
sample yielded valuable data. The machine software outputs an excel file in which the 
force and displacement are provided along with time. The elastic modulus was therefore 
calculated to be 8.49 GPa. The following table displays the study’s predictions and the 
destructive test results. 
Table 13. Prediction Comparison Based on Approach 
Approach 
Poisson's Ratio 
(GPa) 
Ultrasonic 
(GPa) 
LAA 
(GPa) 
PPA 
(GPa) 
Experimental 
(GPa) 
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Elastic 
Modulus 
5.9 
(+0.653, -0.56) 
8.82 
(+1.75, -1.08) 
7.8 
(+.2,-.02) 
7.5 8.49 
Percent Error 30.50 3.89 8.13 11.66 N/A 
Comparing the elastic modulus determined above to other materials, Table 13 
below tabulates the values. The data excluding the short fiber reinforced polymer (SFRP) 
calculated in this study is from Cambridge [17]. 
Table 14. Comparison of Materials Elastic Modulus 
Material 
Cast 
Iron 
Steel 
Stainless 
Steel 
Lead 
Alloys 
Glass 
Ceramic 
Continuous 
FRP 
Wood SFRP 
E (GPa) 165 200 189 12.5 64 69 6 8.5 
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Chapter 5 Conclusion 
Several techniques are used to investigate the effect of carbon fiber-epoxy parameters 
on the elastic modulus of the available composite samples. The laminate analogy 
approach is the latest and most mathematically involved approach that “models” the 
composite as an organized series of laminates. Secondly, the paper physics approach 
estimates efficiency factors to adjust the rule of mixtures to predict the same elastic 
modulus. While the paper physics approach is not well suited for large degrees of fiber 
misalignment, each approach predicted nearly identical modulus magnitudes. In another 
discipline, a series of ultrasound measurements predicts the modulus to be within 10% 
error relative to the experimental results. 
In destructively testing the available samples to verify the modulus predictions, 
three of the four sample specimens failed due to the physical nature of such thin samples 
under large loads. The most successful sample yielded a time-variation in Young’s 
modulus as the test progressed. The average Young’s modulus was calculated for the 
magnitude. Axiomatically, tensile tests for thin composite sample are expected to vary 
based on the nature of composites. 
At this point, an endless amount of future work could be completed to perfect 
these approaches and minimize the gap between the theoretical values and the evaluated 
magnitude. More specifically, large quantities of unidirectional composites (unavailable 
at this point) need to be destructively tested to develop a stronger sense of the 
composite’s modulus. Also, thicker samples need to be tested to develop a more 
reasonable stress calculation as a stepping stone to determine Young’s modulus. 
Secondly, an increasing number of fiber measurements will surely increase the prediction 
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of the composite’s fiber population. As explored in the literature review, a precise, 
custom density function for both the length distribution and orientation distribution will 
minimize the error in error in assigning an existing function such as the Weibull function 
to skewed data. 
Finally, the alteration in the manufacturing process significantly decreased the 
elastic modulus of the material, especially when comparing the destructive test value to 
the continuous reinforced polymer magnitude produced by Cambridge. Longer fiber 
lengths and smaller misalignment values would increase the elastic modulus and strength 
of the composite, regardless of the fabrication method. 
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